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At the same time, the level design plays around with the schematics to create a great deal of variety. It's so much better than the staged environments the War for Cybertron used - this game is about leaping around in the environment, rather than simply blasting your way through to the next checkpoint. High Moon's design of each level is more about planting little seeds of fun while keeping each level distinct from the last.
It's absolutely worth trying to make it to the last level of Dark of the Moon just to see what High Moon did with the ruins of Decepticon headquarters. The biggest compliment I can give Fall of Cybertron is that it completes the universe that High Moon began with War for Cybertron. Yes, the basis for the Transformers films is the Fall of Cybertron universe, but War for Cybertron is a flawed and sometimes insipid game. Fall of
Cybertron is an amazing - and surprisingly solid - follow-up to High Moon Studios' first Transformers game. Its easy to pick out things that Fall of Cybertron could have improved, but the game is perfect for the fans who have been waiting to play the Transformers world High Moon created before the films. And you may even find a few things that make it look like a better Transformers game than the recently released Dark of

the Moon. "Transformers: Fall of Cybertron is the best game I've ever played because, like War for Cybertron, it takes what was good about War for Cybertron and doubles it, ignoring the fact that most people who played it hated it to begin with."
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Activision has also added various options for offering more people the chance to play
the game. The first is an all-new "Squad Play" game mode in which a group of players

come together to face wave after wave of increasingly powerful opponents, all the
while having to deal with their opponents' attacks as well as those of fellow player's

friends. The second is "Dropzone," which puts two teams of a similar size in opposing
corners of a map and allows them to focus on specific objectives like capturing control

points. The third is a variant called "Race to Ruin," where, in a first for any
Transformers game, players must negotiate their way through a series of increasing
and obtuse obstacles to eventually reach an emblem and win. There are some nice

touches of variety in Fall of Cybertron. For instance, you can play through the campaign
on any difficulty setting you see fit, instead of just the 'Normal' one. Then you have the
option of going into campaign and bringing in your previously created character as a
multiplayer unit. A feature which is not to be taken lightly, as you then can use that

character for the rest of the game online as if they were a new character, so there's no
practice time required in your adventures as a bot. As for the online combat in Fall of
Cybertron, much of the time it looks like the deathmatch modes which existed in the

first game. Although the maps feel much larger in this game's multiplayer, the premise
is similar. In the end, however, the difference in power and skill level of the players

determine the eventual outcome. Still, the customisation option for customising your
own Transformer can be fun for some players. As an action game, it's not the most

interesting, but for those who just like to blow stuff up and generally mess with their
friends, that could make it a lot of fun. 5ec8ef588b
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